THREE REMARKS ON SYMMETRIC PRODUCTS AND SYMMETRIC MAPS
and (x, y, 1) ~ (x' 9 y, 1) for all x, %' e X and all y, y' e Y. Let (D, S) denote the unit disc and sphere in euclidean w-space R n with its usual inner product <α, y) = 2^ .
For any decomposition R n -W X @W 2 of JB % into the direct sum of â -dimensional subspace WΊ and its orthogonal complement W 2 =W^, let A = D Π TΓ< and S t = S Π W<, i = 1, 2, be the associated discs and spheres. As well known the map /: D x * S 2 ->D given by / [sx, y, t] = si/1 -t x + VTy defines a homeomorphism of pairs (1) (A*&, S^S 2 
)^(D y S).
Give Vi = i2 w , i = 1, , n 9 its usual inner product < , > <# Then the formula <a?, i/> = Σ (x i9 y^ for x = (x l9 ., α? n ), Recall from [7] the definition of the spaces XZ,ι which appear in the geometry of the symmetric product
be the permutation homeomorphism defined by τeS(m), and set
is an S(m)-subspace of (D n ) m and so Xz a = XzjS(m) is well defined. 
by the identity on the first factor and by the usual symmetric action on the second factor. Combining the remark of the preceding paragraph with the above S(m)-homeomorphism V->V we see that the canonical map D n x Z;_ 1)0~> I; 0 corresponds to the join map
Our first remark establishes a conjecture stated in [7] . PROPOSITION where ψ is given by the canonical maps
τ/r is just the restriction of the canonical map
which, as we have already noted, can be identified with the join map id * ψ:
) and S λ * (S 2 /S(m)), and so the map ψ corresponds to the join map id * f: S ± * (S 2 /S(m~ 1)) -+ S λ * (SJS(m)) which is the restriction of id * ψ. Hence there is a homotopy equivalence Consider again the symmetric product situation. Lemma 2.5 (iii) of [7] provides a homeomorphism
For I = m and I -m -1 the spaces XZ,ι/Xm~i,ι-i have now been shown to have the homotopy type of a space of the form S^" 1 * K. It seems reasonable to expect the same to be true for the remaining values of I, 2 < I < m -2. Clearly 3 is just a kind of boundary operator for cones and related spaces. PROPOSITION 
The map Y-+SP m EX given by
where
t'/ is the j th coordinate of g q (t 1} , t q ), induces a relative homeomorphism (Y, 3 Y) = (A qπ , A q^) for each 2 < q < m and each partition it = [iχi •••'•%] of m.
The proof is straighforward.
To obtain an expression for AJA q -x first observe that Then the obvious quotient map Q = CA x £ x I*" 2 x GA! -> P = EA x B x S«~2 x induces a relative homeomorphism (Q, 3Q) = (P, P') where
So P/P' = J5 x (EA ΛS H Λ #A')/J5 X point and the latter quotient has the homotopy type of the wedge E q {A/\A*)\f E q {A/\B/\A r ) [5] . Therefore 2.2 is obtained by setting A = SP^X, B = ttfzl SP**'X and A'-SP'«X As an illustration of the preceding analysis let us return to the Steenrod formula for the symmetric square of a sphere. The space Y is just CX x CX and the map CX x CX-+SP 2 EX is
The subspace X x CX U CX x X (given by t x -0 or ί a = 1) is mapped to ESP 2 X. It is well known that there are homeomorphisms
Xx CXΌCXx X^X^X and

CXx CX^ C(X x CX U CX x X) .
Hence we obtain the adjunction formula SP 2 EX ~ ESP 2 Xl) C(X*X) extending the Steenrod result from spheres to suspensions.
REMARK. For X = S 1 "" 1 2.2 can be used to recompute Nakaoka's results [4] • (9
The result follows.
To compute the James number of F when X = S n note that the 
Applications.
Let n = 2t + 1 in the following four applications.
1. Let H= {id, (123) , (132) . 3*. However obstruction theory can improve this result as follows. From [7] we know that there exists a map (4) be the subgroup generated by {(12), (34), (13)(24)}, so \H\ = 8, H<f\ G and B = Π gHg~ι = {id, (14)(23), (13)(24), (12) . Clearly J w = 2 2?5(2ί) and so we obtain an S (4) [2] , this result plus induction on r provides a G 7 with J F -J w J υ where w = w 1 oπ ι is the composite of a i^-map ^ and projection π γ \ X m -• X\ Thus 3.1 provides the construction of the "best" cyclic map of order m from the "best" cyclic maps of prime-power orders occurring in the prime decomposition of m. The latter are studied in [6] .
Let HcS
In conclusion we remark that if B is the trivial subgroup, 3.1 provides no useful information at all e.g. G -S(m) for m > 5. Also the appearance of obstruction theory in applications 1 and 2 above 
